


Justin Rutledge 
Passages
JUNO Award winning artist, Justin Rutledge returns with his new album, Passages. With a new band, 
Justin’s effortlessly well-wrought songs are encircled by ambient and rhythmic textures that provide 
fresh landscapes for his material. One of the key new band members is Rob Baker from the
Tragically Hip. A friendship was formed during the creation of Rutledge’s 2014 album, Daredevil, a 
recording that paid tribute to the legendary Canadian band. “It was a real honour to have Rob in the 
studio with us, both musically and socially,” says Rutledge. “As a musician, he’s quite fearless and 
very intuitive when it comes to serving the song.” 

Co-produced by Chris Stringer (Timbre Timbre, Elliot Brood, Rheostatics), mixed by Dan Burns
(Taylor Swift, Chuck Prophet), and recorded in ten days at Union Sound in Toronto, the majority of 
Passages is recorded live off the floor, with minimal overdubs. “We had my friend Zac Rae [of Death 
Cab For Cutie] record some guitar and textures at his studio in Los Angeles,” says Rutledge, “but I 
really wanted to keep as much as we could from the original Toronto takes.” With Passages, Rutledge 
manages to retain his Americana roots while diving into more textured sonic landscapes. “Country 
and roots music will always be my first love,” says Rutledge, “but lately I’ve been listening to a lot of 
ambient instrumental music like Four Tet and Nils Frahm and I wanted to invite that influence into the 
way the songs on Passages are encircled.”  

Conceptually, Passages centers around Rutledge’s recent marriage and sojourn living in Prince 
Edward County, an agricultural community on the shores of Lake Ontario—songs such as 
“Allisonville” and “Belleville Breakup” illustrate small town relationships and hardships. The title 
track, “Passages” is perhaps Rutledge’s most honest love song to date. “Like every other songwriter, 
I sure have written my share of love songs, but ‘Passages’ is perhaps the most consistent and clear of 
them all,” Rutledge says, “I have never been happier.” “Good Man” centres around the story of one of 
Rutledge’s relatives, who tried his best to outrun his inner demons, and “One Winter’s Day” depicts 
the turmoil of mental health from a first person point of view. Rutledge also revived some older songs 
for the album; three songs by his LA-based band Early Winters were recorded for the album, as well 
as “Boats,” penned by Rutledge and literary giant Michael Ondaatje.  

Rutledge christened the album Passages because he feels as though he is shedding one life for 
another. “Fortunate things are surrounding me, and they are larger than myself,” says Rutledge. “The 
chapters of my life are becoming more interesting, and I can hear the pages turning when I close my 
eyes.”  

Justin recently hit the road in March with Rob Baker, sharing new music from Passages and some old 
classics. Extensive international touring will commence in the fall. 

Selling Points 
- Accolades include JUNO Award win for Contemporary Roots Album of the Year

 plus 2 other JUNO nominations,
CMFA Album of The Year win, NOW Magazine Toronto Songwriter of the Year win,

and multiple Polaris Prize nominations 
- Passages features performances from guitarist Rob Baker of the Tragically Hip

- Lead single, “Good Man” premiered on CBC q
- Singles “Good Man,” “One Winter’s Day,” and “Passages” featured on prestigious

Spotify playlist Folk & Friends with Justin Rutledge featured as the cover artist
and Fresh Finds (663,139 followers)

- Justin Rutledge has fans in Gordon Lightfoot and Man Booker Prize winner Michael Ondaatje
(who co-wrote “Boats” on Passages)

- A priority release for Outside Music, Passages will be supported by an extensive marketing
campaign with press handled by Stephanie Hardman, Canvas Media for radio, Six Media for

French Canada, Silver PR for the UK and Starkult for Germany 
- Justin has been hailed by The Line of Best Fit as “as strong as Neil Young in his prime” along

with The Toronto Star proclaiming  
“Rutledge can spin a yarn just as well as Bruce Springsteen”

- Music videos for “Good Man” and “Passages” directed by Matt Raudsepp and Kyle Gatehouse
(the team behind CBC series The Plateaus) 

- Extensive touring history including performances with Kathleen Edwards, Jim Cuddy, Blue
Rodeo, Hawksley Workman, Luke Doucet and Dolly Parton 

- Cross Canada headline tour in the fall of 2019

Artist: Justin Rutledge 
Title: Passages
Genre: Folk, Singer-Songwriter, Americana
Release Date: May 31, 2019

LP: OUT9123 
LP UPC: 623339912310 
12” Slip Sleeve

CD: 23339-9123-2  
CD UPC: 623339912327 
Digipak

TRACK LISTING

1. Captive
2. Allisonville
3. Passages
4. Good Man
5. Not Enough
6. One Winter's Day
7. Weight of the World
8. Belleville Breakup
9. Chains
10. Boats

www.justinrutledge.com
www.facebook.com/JustinRutledgeMusic
www.instagram.com/justin_rutledge
www.twitter.com/JustinJRutledge

 www.outside-music.com 

PR Contact: 
Stephanie Hardman, Outside Music 
stephanie@hardcopymedia.com



Give me a minute or three to extol the virtues of The Gotobeds, the 
modern rock and roll sensation that has always sounded like they love 
to play. Never maligned by having the world’s weight on their backs, 
The Gotobeds - Cary, TFP, Eli and Gavin - return to the fray with their 
third full lengther, Debt Begins at 30. The esprit de corps and 
anxiety-free joy that permeates their other LPs and EPs remains 
intact. The octane is high-test, the engine still has knocks and pings 
and the battery is overcharged. The Gotobeds - as Pittsburgh as it 
gets, the folk music of the Steel City - have more tar for us to swallow. 
Debt Begins at 30 is an old-fashioned blast furnace and the liquid 
iron flows. Debt Begins at 30 is not "pub sop" in any way or shape.

Though I never considered The Gotobeds a band that needed 
assistance from their peers, Debt Begins at 30 features outside 
contributors on every track. The album's first single, "Calquer The 
Hound," includes local buddy Evan Richards, and Rob Henry of Kim 
Phuc. "Calquer The Hound" has euphony, a sly bridge, plenty of 
trademark bash, and a spacey outro. It's a sanguine album opener, 
more Al Oliver than Starling Marte.

On "Twin Cities," the lads tap Tracy Wilson, formerly of Dahlia Seed 
and currently of Positive NO!, to share the vox, and the result is an 
exuberant pop song proving The Gotobeds benefit from women ruling 
the scene. "Twin Cities" is more Dakota Staton than Don Caballero. 
"Debt Begins at 30," the title trackular, includes the wizardry of Mike 
Seamans and legend Bob Weston. It's a brooding romp with tribal 
beats and slash-and-burn guitar, more Rocky Bleier than Le'Veon Bell.

Unsurprisingly, The Gotobeds called partners-in-rock-crime 
Protomartyr a coupla times, with Joe Casey bolstering "Slang Words" 
and hook-fiend Greg Ahee shredding on "On Loan." "Slang Words" is a 
savory wrecking ball with a crunching bite, more of a soft shell crab 
sandwich from Wholey's Market than a 4am slop feast at Primanti 
Brothers. "On Loan" is an anthemic jangle-fest with high-arcing fret 
work, more Karl Hendricks (rest his soul) than "Weird Paul" Petroskey.

Silkworm guitarist Tim Midyett is tapped on "Parallel," a grand song 
that enters a world of whimsy, melodic and uncomplicated, more 
Jaromir Jagr than Sidney Crosby. The likes of 12XU label boss Gerard 
Cosloy, Tre Orsi's Matt Barnhart, the wonderful Victoria Ruiz of 
Downtown Boys, Pittsburgh wordsmiths Jason Baldinger and Scott 
MacIntyre, and yours truly strut stuff on other tracks. In my case, I 
just scream “dross” on "Dross" several times. Good judgment on the 
part of The Gotobeds to know that's the best I can do, more Max 
Moroff than Andrew McCutchen.

Anyways, The Gotobeds have quickly reached the veteran stage, but, 
based upon Debt Begins at 30, their best days are ahead of them. It's 
a pleasure to be associated with such an excellent band.

--Bob Nastanovich, 1/13/2019, Des Moines

CD / LP / DIGITAL     SP 1303  RELEASE DATE: MAY 31ST, 2019 NON-EXPORTABLE 
OUTSIDE OF THE US.

CD Packaging: Gatefold jacket 
with dust sleeve

TRACKLISTING:
1. Calquer the Hound
2. Twin Cities
3. Slang Words
4. 2:15
5. Poor People Are Revolting
6. Debt Begins at 30
7. On Loan
8. Dross
9. Parallel
10. Bleached Midnight
11. Debt Begins at 30 (Alt)

LP Packaging: Single-pocket jacket 
with custom dust sleeve
Includes mp3 coupon
NON-RETURNABLE

RETAIL: Posters and play copies will be available.

GENRE: Alternative Rock

THE GOTOBEDS DEBT BEGINS AT 30

ONLINE: Artist page (incl. album art and a focus track): 
https://www.subpop.com/artists/the_gotobeds 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/thegotobeds/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/The_Gotobeds 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/gotobeds/ 
Bandcamp: https://thegotobeds.bandcamp.com/ 

Advertising will be purchased on select sites. 

RADIO:  Debt Begins at 30 will be worked to commercial and non-commercial/college radio.

TOURING: The Gotobeds will be touring the US in 2019

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

PUBLICITY: Album serviced to all music & lifestyle media. 
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Middle Kids
New Songs For
Old Problems
RELEASE DATE:

May 24, 2019

CATALOG NUMBER:

RUG1011

TRACKLIST:

01. Beliefs and Prayers
02. Salt Eyes
03. Needle
04. Real Thing
05. Call Me Snowflake
06. Big Softy

FORMATS:

12”
 UPC: 887829101114

Vinyl is non-returnable

CD
 

 UPC: 887829101121

“Heartfelt, clever ruminations at the intersection of indie rock 
and alt-country” — Rolling Stone

“Radiant, anthemic indie rock, balancing doubt-ridden lyrics with  
clear-eyed execution” — Pitchfork

“Arena-size rock masquerading as warm, thoughtful 1980s-styled 
indie rock” — The New York Times 

OVERVIEW:

New Songs For Old Problems comes hot on the heels of what was a massive 2018 for Middle 
Kids, including the May release of their critically acclaimed album Lost Friends - an impressive
debut which saw the band tour worldwide, earned them a slew of US late night TV appearances, 
and back home in Australia snagged an ARIA nomination, and the Triple J Album of the Year prize. 

The EP, recorded at Middle Kids‘ own studio in Sydney and produced by guitarist Tim Fitz, is
about the colorful clash of pressures you experience when you are growing up, coming of age. An 
acknowledgement that life can be hard, but solace that we’re all in this together. “You look around 
and realize everyone is fighting the same internal battle, everyone is just acting out their story 
and praying it won’t end up a tragedy”, adds Fitz. Lead single “Real Thing”, a soaring rock song 
mixed by the legendary Mike “Spike” Stent (Madonna, Beyoncé, Lady Gaga, Coldplay, Muse)
ruminates on the lifelong quest for meaning. The quiet, persistent voice constantly checking to see 
if you have truly found the thing you’re looking for. 

The band will tour North America alongside Local Natives in support of the release, with plans for
further headline touring in the fall.

SELLING POINTS:

• Follow up to the band’s accclaimed debut album, Lost Friends - 18.7M Soundscan activity

• Radio campaign for “Real Thing” impacting Alternative, A3, Non-Comm, Specialty formats

• North American tour dates with Local Natives!

• Press campaign underway with Grandstand Media, previous Middle Kids press highlights
include late night TV plays on Jimmy Kimmel Live!, The Late Late Show with James Corden,
and CBS Saturday Morning; press coverage from The New York Times, Rolling Stone,
Billboard, Stereogum, Under The Radar, Pitchfork, and more

NORTH AMERICAN TOUR DATES WITH LOCAL NATIVES:

05/15 Vancouver, BC @ Commodore
05/16 Seattle, WA @ Neptune Theater
05/17 Seattle, WA @ Neptune Theater
05/18 Portland, OR @ Roseland Theater
05/21 Minneapolis, MN @ First Avenue
05/23 Chicago, IL @ Thalia Hall
05/24 Chicago, IL @ Thalia Hall
05/25 Detroit, MI @ Majestic Theater
05/27 Toronto, ON @ Phoenix Theater
05/28 Montreal, QC @ Rialto
05/30 Boston, MA @ Paradise
05/31 Boston, MA @ Paradise
06/01 Pittsburg, PA @ Stage AE
06/03 Washington, DC @ 9:30 Club

06/04 Washington, DC @ 9:30 Club
06/06 Brooklyn, NY @ Brooklyn Steel
06/07 Brooklyn, NY @ Brooklyn Steel
06/08 Philadelphia, PA @ Union Transfer
06/10 Raleigh, NC @ The Ritz
06/11 Atlanta, GA @ Buckhead Theater
06/13 Houston, TX @ White Oak Music Hall
06/14 Dallas, TX @ House of Blues
06/15 Austin, TX @ Stubb's
06/17 Denver, CO @ Ogden Theater
06/19 San Diego, CA @ North Park Theater
06/20 Santa Ana, CA @ Observatory
06/21 Oakland, CA @ Fox Theater
06/22 Los Angeles, CA @ Palladium

Domino Recording Co Ltd



TRACKLISTING 

1. Diviner
2. Straight Lines
3. Earthly Needs
4. Love Crimes
5. Stop Motion
6. In My Name
7. Anywhen
8. Human Knot
9. Spherical Time
10. Impossible Object

CATALOG NUMBER: WIG438 
RELEASE DATE: May 24th, 2019 
FILE UNDER: Alternative “H”

CD 
UPC: 887828043828

LPw/DOWNLOAD
UPC: 887828043811

Vinyl is non-returnable

DOMINO RECORDING COMPANY 

OVERVIEW

SELLING POINTS 

The debut album from Hayden Thorpe. 

• Hayden Thorpe was one of the two singers in the UK based group, Wild Beasts. The band
had 40k in total catalog US sales. 2016's Boy King; 2014’s Present Tense; 2011’s Smother;
2009’s Mercury Prize nominated Two Dancers; 2008’s debut Limbo Panto.

• Radio campaign to impact college and non-commercial radio on album release.

• Major market North American touring to follow in autumn.

• Standard LP is 180 gram heavywheight vinyl and includes download card.

HAYDEN THORPE
DIVINER



After spending years writing and recording music by himself in various 
bedrooms and basements, Andrew Carter hit his stride with the debut 
Minor Poet album, And How!. Made on a creative whim with no 
outside expectations, the eleven-song collection combined Carter’s 
love of carefully-crafted pop with a loose, fun, off-the-cuff recording 
aesthetic. The album was released in 2017 and developed a small but 
loving fan base, and Minor Poet has grown from a passion project into 
a cross-country touring band with write-ups in publications such as 
American Songwriter, Magnet, The Wild Honey Pie, Impose, and 
more. 

Minor Poet’s second record, The Good News, is a six-song collection 
that expands the boundaries of what constitutes the band’s sound. In 
just twenty-two minutes, the songs take apart the standard formulas 
of guitar-based rock and infuse them with vibrance and energy. The 
Good News was made over four days at Montrose Recording, in Minor 
Poet’s hometown of Richmond, VA. In the past, Carter played all the 
instruments and handled all the production, but he knew he that he 
had to reach outside himself to do justice to these songs. “I couldn’t 
capture the sounds I heard in my head,” Carter explains. “I wanted 
something that was vast and expansive but that at the same time 
could hit you immediately in the gut.” Paying homage to the “wall of 
sound” techniques made famous by Brian Wilson and Phil Spector, 
Carter and co-producer Adrian Olsen (Natalie Prass, Foxygen) 
overdubbed layer after layer of Carter playing an array of guitars, 
pianos, organs, synths, and percussion, as well as singing all the 
harmonies. The members of Minor Poet’s touring band were brought 
in to perform the core rhythm section, and local musicians stopped by 
to add crucial flourishes.

At the center of everything is Carter’s voice, singing lyrics that 
seamlessly mix allusions to religion, mythology, art, and philosophy as 
he questions himself, his place in the world around him, what he owes 
to his relationships, and, in turn, what he needs to ask of others in 
order to stay healthy. Tabula Rasa is a concept that argues that 
humans are born blank slates, shaped through experience and 
environment. The last two years couldn’t have felt more applicable for 
Carter, who started out as a fresh face with little-to-no experience in 
the music industry and slowly grew into himself as a stage performer 
and bandleader through both good and bad times. During this period 
he began to come to terms with lifelong struggles, such as the 
depression that permeates “Tropic of Cancer” and the social anxiety 
that runs through “Museum District.” Rather than be one-dimension-
al, however, Carter dives deeper into himself and his motivations, 
such as in “Reverse Medusa” when he sings, “Hide my love in poetic 
half-truths/never was one to dwell on my issues.” Carter’s ability to 
balance emotional honesty with a tongue-in-cheek self awareness 
adds to the richness and originality of the music. Short but memora-
ble, catchy yet meaningful, The Good News is another promising step 
forward for Minor Poet. 

LP / DIGITAL     SP 1280  RELEASE DATE: MAY 17TH, 2019 NON-EXPORTABLE 
OUTSIDE OF THE US.

LP Packaging: Embossed single-pocket 
jacket with insert
Includes mp3 coupon
NON-RETURNABLE

TRACKLISTING:

1. Tabula Rasa

2. Tropic of Cancer

3. Museum District

4. Reverse Medusa

5. Bit Your Tongue / All Alone Now

6. Nude Descending Staircase

RETAIL: Posters and play copies will be available.

GENRE: Alternative Rock

MINOR POET THE GOOD NEWS

ONLINE: Artist page (incl. album art and a focus track):
https://www.subpop.com/artists/minor_poet
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/minorpoetmusic/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/minorpoetmusic/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/minorpoetmusic/

Advertising will be purchased on select sites. 

RADIO: The Good News will be worked to commercial and non-commercial/college radio.

TOURING: Minor Poet will be touring the US in 2019

PUBLICITY: Album serviced to all music & lifestyle media. 

DIGITAL: 



Misha Bower: Trying to Have it All

Release date: Friday, May 24, 2019 
Label: Bruce Trail Records 
Catalogue #: BRTR006 
Vinyl UPC:  623339228718 
Digital UPC: 62339228602 

A co-founder of Toronto-based band Bruce Peninsula and an accomplished vocal guest with Daniel 
Romano, The Weather Station, City and Colour, Timber Timbre, and Snowblink, Misha Bower now 
emerges as a singer-songwriter with her debut album, Trying to Have it All. 

Bower’s last solo effort was a collection of short stories titled Music for Uninvited Guests (Cringles, 
2012). On Trying to Have it All, she tells new stories in song, each track delineating a character in a 
crucial moment of disclosure. Defiant, playful, reflective, radically honest—each character is 
accompanied by an arrangement that opens up like a secret inner door. With a full band, soaring 
strings, intimate guitar and piano, and impassioned vocals, Trying to Have it All is a journey through 
different takes on the art of coping. 

Produced by Bower and her long-time friend Will Kidman (The Constantines), Trying to Have it 
All features a cast of acclaimed artists including Kidman (electric guitar and piano), Nathan 
Lawr (drums), Dallas Wehrle (bass), Lisa Conway (backup vocals) and Mika Posen (strings). 

Album art: 

623339228718  here 



It started the way all good things do, 
with a story, one that emerged from the 
time-shrouded attics of Keri Latimer’s 
family history. A tale of the great-grand-
mother she knew only as tiny and soft-
spoken, a gentle soul who only spoke 
Japanese. Who would have guessed 
that once, in her youth, that same little 
old lady stabbed a man with a pair of 
barbershop shears?  

That tale became the torch to light a 
new journey. As the years turned, Keri 
plunged into the depths of her family’s 
ancestral memories, resurfacing with 
stories like jewels that had been tucked 
away and forgotten. These she polished 
and kept safe, waiting until it was time 
to hold their colours up to the light once 
more.  

Now, all of those stories come together 
on Citizen Alien, the brand-new sopho-
more album from Winnipeg folk duo 
Leaf Rapids. The project is a labour of 
love for Keri and her husband, Devin Lat-
imer. Through their own family’s stories 
they created a new world from the old, 
delving into the intimate truths told by 
voices from decades long gone.  

Each of the album’s 10 songs spins out 
a thread, binding history and identity 
to time and place. Threads that crossed 
oceans, stretched from Kyoto to Ice-
land’s wind-whipped northern coast, 
tangled in the heart of the Canadian 
prairie. Stories of lives that crept for-
ward in boats across the water, lunches 
packed in liquor-store bags and bat-
tered suitcases bursting at their seams. 

There is an openness on this record. 
There is space. It spans out like the vast-
ness between stars. The liquid silver of 
Keri’s voice spills over a brushed snare, 
a Theremin trill, an acoustic guitar; all 
are given room to speak fully. Maybe 
it’s partly that they recorded Keri’s vo-
cals first, an approach she’d never tried 
before, either as Leaf Rapids or her pre-
vious incarnation as part of Juno Award-
winning alt-country quartet Nathan.  

Whatever its genesis, Citizen Alien’s 
soundscape is intoxicating. Co-produced 
with acclaimed Winnipeg multi-instru-
mentalist and composer Rusty Matyas 
(Imaginary Cities, The Sheepdogs), the 
record saunters from the summery 
strums of the opener, Dear Sister, to the 
wintery harmonies of Caragana Switch 
with Alexa Dirks (Begonia) and Grant 
Davidson (Slow Leaves). Whimsical mel-
odies strike a stark contrast with unset-
tling imagery, all of it playing out in the 
mind like an old sepia-toned movie. For 
Keri, who also scores for film, that flick-
ering cinematic quality is intentional: it 
crystallizes the convergence of her com-
posing life, her folk life, and the life of 
her family.  

But this is not only a personal record. 
Every family has stories of people who 
crossed oceans, who survived, who 
struggled and tried. People who knew 
injustice. And though some of those sto-
ries now fade into the haze of time, the 
truth of them remains vivid. Consider 
the album’s title track, declaration of 
love between ancestors divided by the 
travesty of Canada’s Second World War-

era Japanese internment camps; if the 
same thing happened today, Keri points 
out, she and Devin would be split up, 
their children taken away.  

Today, that kind of horror still threatens. 
Hate still festers, and power still tries 
to push human lives into the divide. But 
there is hope. Because, as Citizen Alien 
shows, we are all the dream of a future 
our forebears once had. Every day, we 
carry that dream forward in the stories 
we are heir to and the wisdom they 
hold, and every day, we have a chance 
to let those tales shine.

track list: 
1. dear sister 
2. there they go
3. caragana switch
4. citizen alien
5. virginia
6. barbershop shears
7. husavik
8. helen's waltz
9. parliament gardens
10. twenty storeys high

  
CD (OAX027) 
Vinyl (OAX028)
Release date: May 3, 2019

www.leafrapids.org
www.facebook.com/leafrapidsmusic

www.coaxrecords.com
www.facebook.com/coaxrecords

DISTRIBUTION IN CANADA

Outside Music
www.outside-music.com
7 Labatt Avenue, Suite 210
Toronto, ON, M5A 1Z1
Phone: (416) 461-0655

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY - Canada
Killbeat Music
www.killbeatmusic.com • media@killbeatmusic.com

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY - Europe
Hemifrån - Peter Holmstedt
www.hemifran.com
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NE r o BE l l u M (o F  iN D u s t r i a l-ME ta l a C t  Ps y C l o N Ni N E)  P r E s E N t s h i s  E P o N y M o u s s o l o P r o j E C t .  rE C o r D E D l i V E  o V E r t W o y E a r s,  E a C h P i E C E i N  t h i s  C o l l E C t i o N a N E x P l o r a-
t i o N o F  s y N t h E s i s  i N  t h E  M o D u l a r D o M a i N .  Ea C h P i E C E Wa s i M P r o V i s E D,  W i t h  N o o V E r D u B s,  & W i t h o u t t h E u s E o F  C o M P u t E r s i N  t h E  C r E at i V E  P r o C E s s.  th E r E s u lt  i s  o M i N o u s, 

h E aV i ly  at M o s P h E r i C ,  P E r C u s s i V E ,  D a r K,  E x P E r i M E N ta l  M o D u l a r E l E C t r o N i C a.
BE l l u M s ay s o F  t h i s  P r o j E C t  “WE l i V E  i N  a  t i M E  i N  W h i C h E l E C t r o N i C  M u s i C  h a s B E C o M E F o o l P r o o F & “P E r F E C t” W i t h  a  l E V E l  o F  M at h E M at i C a l /C o M P u tat i o N a l  P r E C i s i o N 
N E V E r s E E N B E F o r E.  to M y E a r s t h i s  P E r F E C t i o N h a s B E C o M E s ta g N a N t to t h E P o i N t  o F  s t E r i l i t y .  Wi t h M o s t M u s i C  B E i N g E N t i r E ly  C o M P o s E D W i t h i N  a  V i r t u a l E N V i r o N M E N t
i  D E C i D E D to E M B a r K o N a  j o u r N E y to F i N D  P h y s i C a l  i N s t r u M E N t s t h at  W o u l D r E s o N at E W i t h  M y D E s i r E  to C r E at E a N a N t i t h E s i s  to t h E C u r r E N t s tat E o F  E l E C t r o N i C  M u s i C . 
My g o a l Wa s to F i N D  s o N g s t h r o u g h E x P E r i M E N tat i o N W h i l E  C a P t u r i N g E V E ry C l i C K & P o P i N  t h E  P r o C E s s.  EV E ry i M P E r F E C t i o N t h at  W o u l D o t h E rW i s E  B E  E D i t E D o u t & D i s -

C a r D E D W o u l D B E C E l E B r at E D & P u s h E D F o rWa r D to t h E C E N t E r o F  M y C a N Va s. 
say s BE l l u M o F  t h i s  P r o j E C t:  My j o u r N E y W o u l D g u i D E  M E i N to t h E W o r l D o F  M o D u l a r s y N t h E s i s .  th E C o N C E P t  o F  a N i N s t r u M E N t t h at  C o u l D B E  C u s to M i z E D & r E C o N F i g-
u r E D to M y l i K i N g Wa s V E ry a P P E a l i N g.  Wh i l E  M a N y “F i x E D-F o r M at” s y N t h E s i z E r s o F F E r P r E s E t s  t h at  C a N P r o M o t E r E P E t i t i o N,  M o D u l a r s y N t h E s i z E r s F o r C E t h E u s E r to 

B u i l D  a N i N s t r u M E N t F r o M t h E g r o u N D u P. 
Fo l l o W i N g i N  t h E  F o o t s t E P s o F  WE s t Co a s t s y N t h E s i s  P i o N E E r s Mo r to N su B o t N i K  & su z a N N E Ci a N i  i  B E C a M E E N a M o r E D W i t h  t h E Bu C h l a F o r M at & P h i l o s o P h y.  us i N g 
C o N t r o l l E D u N C E r ta i N t y  to i N V o K E E V o l u t i o N.  Ex P l o r i N g h a r M o N i C  r E l at i o N s h i P s  a s  t h E y a P P ly  to M o D u l at i o N to C u lt i Vat E  N E W t i M B r E s.  al l o W i N g t h E i N s t r u M E N t to 

h aV E a  V o t E i N  a N o t h E rW i s E  u N D E M o C r at i C  s y M B i o s i s . 
NFrN° i s  t h E  r E s u lt  o F  t h E s E E x P E r i M E N t s.  Wh i l E  h u N D r E D s o F  h o u r s o F  M u s i C  h aV E B E E N r E C o r D E D,  t h E s E 11 s o N g s W E r E C h o s E N to s h o W C a s E t h E B r o a D r a N g E o F 

E M o t i o N t h at  C a N B E a C C E s s E D.  Ea C h s o N g i s  a  r E F l E C t i o N o F  a  F E E l i N g i N  a  F l E E t i N g M o M E N t.”

MAY RELEASES



Soul Jazz Records Presents 

Lloyd McNeill 
Treasures 
31 May 2019 

 

Soul Jazz Records are releasing flautist Lloyd McNeill’s album ‘Treasures’ (1976). Originally released on the artists’ own private 
press Baobab label in New York, the album is a serious collectors’ piece, a heavyweight and fascinating fusion of deep and 
spiritual jazz sensibilities blended with Brazilian and Latin rhythms and melodies. 
Lloyd McNeill is a cultural polymath – a multi-disciplinarian flautist, painter, academic, poet, and photographer – who as a 
musician has worked with everyone from Mulatu to Nina Simone, Eric Dolphy and Nana Vasconceles (and as a painter was 
befriended by Picasso!).   
McNeill grew up during the era of the Civil Rights Movement in the 1960s and his life and work is a reflection of those ideals. All 
of his music was only ever released on his own private-press record label, echoing the Civil Rights and African-American themes 
of the era – black economic empowerment and self-sufficiency – and there is a beautiful spirituality in all his music. 
In the late 1960s McNeill became teacher of both jazz and painting at the New Thing Art and Architecture Center in Washington 
and in 1969 was the first African-American professor hired to teach African-American Music History, at Rutgers University. 
‘The course was a scholarly attempt to trace the roots of the music of African-American cultures in the diaspora (including North 
and South America) of the African Peoples taken from West Africa and brought to the so-called New Worlds as slaves.’ LLOYD 
MCNEILL 
As part of these academic studies McNeill travelled extensively throughout Brazil between 1971-76, studying Afro-Brazilian music. 
On his first trip to Brazil he met the pianist Dom Salvador, leader of the fusion group Aboliçao and over the next few years 
worked with many Brazilian musicians including the guitarist Paulinho da Viola, saxophonist Paolo Moura, and singer Martinho 
da Villa.  
On his return to New York in 1973 he formed a regular and fluid live group that included Brazilian players Dom Salvador, Nana 
Vasconceles, Portinho as well as many heavyweight jazz musicians such as Ron Carter, Cecil McBee, Marcus Miller, Charlie Rouse, 
Bob Cranshaw and many more. 
‘Treasures’ was the culmination of this intense period for McNeill fusing Brazilian, jazz and Latin sensibilities together. The album 
features McNeill on flute, Cecil McBee on bass, Dom Salvador on piano and three percussionists – the Brazilian multi-
instrumentalist Portinho, Latin percussionist Ray Armando and jazz drummer Brian Brake.  
This is the 4th Lloyd McNeill album that Soul Jazz Records have released and follows on from the earlier albums ‘Asha’ (1969), 
‘Tanner Suite’ (1969) and ‘Washington Suite’ (1970) all of which are being re-pressed to coincide with this new release. 
‘Treasures’ is released as a limited-edition 1000-copies worldwide LP (+ download code), and limited-edition 1000-copies 
worldwide CD edition and also as a digital album on Soul Jazz Records. 

  Related releases: 

The Lloyd McNeill Quartet:  Asha 
CD: SJRCD373, UPC: 5026328103730 
LP: SJRLP373, UPC: 5026328003733 

The Lloyd McNeill Quartet:  Washington Suite 
CD: SJRCD374, UPC: 5026328103747 
LP: SJRLP374, UPC: 5026328003740 

Lloyd McNeill & Marshall Hawkins: Tanner Suite 
CD: USCD59, 5026328205922 
LP: USLP59, 5026328205915 

Tracklist 

1. Griot (17:01)

2. As A Matter Of Fact (5:51)
3. Salvation Army (11:18)

4. You Don’t Know What Love
Is (10:19) 

Release Date: 10th May 19 

Artist:  Lloyd McNeill 

Title:  Soul Jazz Records 
presents Lloyd McNeill: Treasures 

Label:  Soul Jazz Records 

Format 1 
Cat. No: SJRCD427 
UPC: 5026328104270 

Format 2 
Cat. No: SJRLP427 
UPC: 5026328004273 
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SADDLE CREEK
P.O. BOX 8554 • OMAHA, NE 68108-0554 / 4538 EAGLE ROCK BLVD • LOS ANGELES, CA 90041
P: (402) 558-8208 • INFO@SADDLE-CREEK.COM • SADDLE-CREEK.COM

SADDLE CREEK DOCUMENT SERIES
DOCUMENT 008: TREADLES - COLD B/W IRON

TRACKLIST
1. Cold 4:31
2. Iron 3:40

Taking inspiration from the original concept behind the founding of Saddle Creek, as an attempt 
to highlight our home city through music and art, we began the Document Series in 2017. Each 
release featured in the Document Series is comprised of an exclusive record featuring unreleased 
music from artists outside of the label's roster, along with a specially curated zine created by the 
artist. The eighth installment in the series is Cold b/w Iron from New Orleans, LA based Treadles.

In the winter of 2016, KC Sta�ord started working on new material with collaborator Rick Maguire 
in an attempt to shift gears after the sudden break up of their former band, Woozy. From this 
collaboration came the songs "Cold" and "Iron" (based on an original by Maguire known as 
"Blood”), which will be released as the eighth installment of Saddle Creek’s Document Series.

"Iron," at its core, is about longing. It explores the feelings of loss and frustration that the harder 
one tries to hang on to a fading love or a sudden inspiration the faster those things slip away. The 
refrain "I want to feel its love all the time" is taken directly from Maguire's song "Blood" though it 
changes the original refrain of "I want to see its blood all the time" to "love" and builds an entirely 
new song around this premise. 

"Cold" was inspired by a winter sunrise at a gas station in Oklahoma. The cold, weak sunlight and 
endless-seeming �at plains stretching in every direction inspired an intense feeling of loneliness 
and desolation that the song tries to capture. It's also a reaction to the terrible end of the band 
Woozy, repeating a desperate refrain of "try not to think about it" in increasing fervor til the 
sudden end. 

Treadles began in the summer of 2011 as the solo project of KC. It was a lo-�, folksy, bedroom pop 
experiment with their father, who was learning to record music as they were learning to play 
guitar. From this collaboration, Treadles grew into a live band, performing in backyards and at 
acoustic events and featuring a rotating cast of players from projects such as Sun Hotel, Caddy-
whompus, Donovan Wol�ngton, Shark's Teeth, and Museyroom. After a break to focus on life and 
other projects, Treadles reformed in the fall of 2016, now a loud, dynamic, grunge-pop project 
with a more permanent line up including members Rustle Pants, Emily Hafner, and Ian Paine-Jes-
am.  2019 sees the addition of guitarist Sedef Switch. Members play in a variety of other projects 
including Little Death, Shark's Teeth, Dowsing, Ratboys, and Thou. Previous releases include a 6 
song EP out on Community Records entitled Bees Are Thieves Too. 

S

C

Artist: Treadles
Title: Cold b/w Iron
Catalog #: LBJ-295
Formats: 7"
Street Date: May 24, 2019

Genre: Alternative
7” UPC: 648401029574

7” UPC

NOT EXPORTABLE OUTSIDE THE US

7” NOT RETURNABLE



 

CD 

LP  
Vinyl is non-returnable

Limited White LP Price:  
Vinyl is non-returnable

FILE UNDER : “A” Aseethe

Aseethe
Throes

Thrill - 490

790377049015

790377049022

SALES POINTS

Aseethe will be touring both the US with Primitive Man
and Europe with Vile Creature around the release of
Throes.

Aseethe have  toured with Boris, Hell, Yob, Converge,
The Body, SUMAC, Thou, Horseback, Inter Arma &
more.

Throes was recorded at Steve Albini’s Chicago studio
Electrical Audio by Shane Hochstetler (Jon Mueller,
Northless).

Limited amount presed on white color vinyl.

“Tremendous sound, one built through deconstructive
self-restraint and a preservation principle that mirrors
the members’ deep interests and concerns about the
state of our planet.” - Noisey

“Aseethe paint an image of a landscape in a state of
irreparable decay” - Invisible Organges

Ambient, noise and drone have been as much a part of
their sound as any doom influence –Aseethe .. might
not be as extreme as Khanate or Burning Witch, but
their post-metal pummel is as physical as it gets.
- Metal Hammer

LP pressed on virgin vinyl, packaged in jacket with 
flooded black pocket, and free download coupon.

Aseethe’s Throes is a work of corrosive beauty and colossal weight. 
The trio of guitarist/vocalist Brian Barr, drummer Eric Diercks, and 
bassist/vocalist Noah Koester craft tectonic slabs of doom through 
minimalist approaches to composition. Minutely selected textures 
built on simplistic, repetitive motifs become mountainous. With 
each cycle of repetition, their towering riffs, bludgeoning drums, 
and inhuman howls become increasingly hypnotic and reveal subtle 
intricacies. The recursive nature of their songs coupled with their 
glacial pacing make masterful use of restraint to create moments of 
genuine surprise. 

Throes was recorded at Steve Albini’s Chicago studio Electrical 
Audio by Shane Hochstetler (Jon Mueller, Northless). Aseethe 
drew from their expertise in utilizing noise and drones to develop 
a sonic world uniquely their own, dually aesthetic and foreboding. 
Barr, , who composed and arranged the bulk of the music, drew 
inspiration from his recent solo work live-scoring films, relying on 
instinct as a compositional tool to interplay with the rigid structures 
throughout. 

Aseethe remains one of the most distinctive and relentless forces 
in heavy music operating today. Through their ability to constantly 
evolve and incorporate new sounds and disparate influences into 
their music, they stand at the vanguard of forward thinking bands 
like labelmates The Body and SUMAC. Throes is Aseethe at their 
most daring and focused, building monuments of anguish while 
thrusting into the void.

LISTEN  HERE

Follow Aseethe 

@thrilljockey

RELEASE DATE :  May 17, 2019

TRACK LISTING: 

1. Throes
2. To Victory
3. Suffocating Burden
4. No Realm
5. Our Worth Is the New Measure

ALSO AVAILABLE : 
Aseethe - Hope of Failure - CD/LP (Thrill 431)

790377490114

http://thrilljockey.com/press/aseethe


CD 

Limited Orange LP
Vinyl is non-returnable

LP
Vinyl is non-returnable

FILE UNDER : “D” Dommengang

RELEASE DATE :  May 17, 2019

Dommengang
No Keys
Thrill - 487

790377048711

790377048728

SALES POINTS
No Keys was produced by Tim Green, at Louder 
Studios (Joanna Newsom, Wolves in the Throne 
Room, Fresh & Onlys, Golden Void)

Limited amount pressed on orange color vinyl.

Dommenagng have toured with Stephen Malkmus and 
the Jicks, Golden Void, and Wooden Shjips. 

Members of Dommengang have also performed with 
Holy Sons (led by Emil Amos of Om, Grails), Castanets, 
Scout Niblett, and Black Mountain.

“Love Jail goes beyond a mere glance in the rearview 
mirror. It sounds vintage, but it feels current.” - 
Pitchfork 

”A hunk of power-psych that’s mingled with sunbaked 
melodicism.” - The Vinyl District

“Driving biker rock is infused with Hawkwind-esque 
skyscraper guitar riffs, slamming snares, and kick 
drums amid desert-blown wind effects.” - AllMusic

LP pressed on virgin vinyl and packaged in a gatefold 
jacket with black inner sleeves and free download 
card. 

On No Keys, Dommengang channel the wailing, psych-rock 
abandon of their previous work into a lean, dark-edged record 
colored by loss. Guitarist Dan “Sig” Wilson, bassist Brian 
Markham, and drummer Adam Bulgasem have grown 
closer even as they live further apart. Shared personal loss 
and experience playing and touring has made time together 
both an escape, and a release. 

No Keys was recorded with guitarist and engineer Tim Green 
(Joanna Newsom, Howlin’ Rain, Sleepy Sun, Fresh and 
Onlys, Golden Void) a close friend of the band. Dommengang 
captures their spontaneous energy by recording live 
with minimal overdubs. Skittering reverb lends Sig’s guitar 
solos a cosmic quality, while rippling distortion add depth 
and weight to Markham and Bulgasem’s hypnotic grooves. 
Guest vocals from Camilla Saufly-Mitchell of Golden Void on 
“Jerusalem Cricket” add a perfect counterpoint to Markham’s 
cries of “No Keys”, while Adam Parks added buzzing organ 
overtones to album closer “Happy Death (Her Blues II)”. 

No Keys finds rock’s primeval power alive and well and 
answers its call. It is a soundtrack to a personal journey or 
to your next road trip. It speaks to the explorer, and to the 
abandon of those willing to go all in. It is for the rocker giving 
it all, living out of a van, without a key to a permanent home.

LISTEN  HERE

Follow Dommengang 

@thrilljockey

TRACK LISTING: 

1. Sunny Day Flooding
2. Earth Blues
3. Wild Wash
4. Stir The Sea
5. Blues Rot

6. Kudzu
7. Arcularius - Burke
8. Jerusalem Cricket
9. Happy Death (Her Blues II)

790377487114

ALSO AVAILABLE : 
Dommengang - Love Jail - CD/LP (Thrill 454)

Dommengang - Everybody’s Boogie- CD/LP (Thrill 394)

http://thrilljockey.com/press/dommengang


LP FORMAT: 
LP CAT. NO:  

 LP Gatefold 
 KALITALP004 

LP BARCODE:  4012957510910

CD FORMAT:  Digipack + Booklet 
CD CAT. NO:   KALITACD004  

CD BARCODE: 4012957510927

Key Points:
- The first ever release celebrating the musical career of Julie Coker, the queen of Nigerian television
- Accompanied by extensive interview-based liner notes and never-before-seen photos
- Includes the highly sought-after ‘Gossiper Scandal Monger’ and ‘Ere Yon’ as recently sampled by Anderson Paak

Tracklist
A1 .  Ere Yon
A2. Re Hese
A3. It’s All For You
A4. Sogio

B1. Gossiper Scandal Monger
B2. Iyo-Re
B3. Elelemi

- CD Tracklist in the same order -

Stream: https://bit.ly/2UKrXRT

Snippets: https://bit.ly/2IpOpsA

Kalita are honoured to release the first ever 
compilation focusing on the musical career of 
Julie Coker, the queen of Nigerian television. 
Here we collate seven of Julie’s most sought-after 
Afro disco and hauntingly-beautiful Itsekiri 
highlife recordings, accompanied by extensive 
interview-based liner notes and never-before- 
seen photos. 

After gaining fame as Miss Western Nigeria 1957, 
Julie began her career in the Nigerian entertainment 
industry as the country’s first ever (and Africa’s 
second) female television presenter, as well as a 
popular national radio host. 

In 1976, having been surrounded by close musical 
friends including Fela Kuti and Kris Okotie, Julie 
entered the Nigerian music scene with the 
now-invisible psychedelic highlife album ‘Ere Yon 
(Sweet Songs)’, followed in 1981 by the highly 
sought-after disco-centric ‘Tomorrow’ to great 
acclaim. Both now fetch eye-watering prices on the 
rare occasion that they become available for sale. 

Here we select four recordings from ‘Ere Yon (Sweet 
Songs)’ and three from ‘Tomorrow’, all as 
contemporary-sounding today as they were when 
first released forty years ago. These include Julie’s 
‘Ere Yon’, which was recently re-interpreted by 
Anderson Paak on his latest album ‘Oxnard’ 
released on Dr. Dre’s Aftermath imprint, and the lost 
Afro disco classic ‘Gossiper Scandal Monger’.

In partnership with Julie, we now believe the time is 
right to share Julie’s phenomenal story and music 
with the world once more.

  RELEASE: 31st May 2019 ● GENRE: Disco/International ● FORMAT: Gatefold LP & CD digipack

      JULIE COKER - A LIFE IN THE LIMELIGHT
 LAGOS DISCO & ITSEKIRI HIGHLIFE, 1976 - 1981



ARTIST Mo’ Horizons  
TITLE Music Sun Love  

FORMAT CD / 2LP  
PACKAGING Digipac / Gatefold  

LABEL Agogo Records  
CAT. NO. AR117CD / AR117VL 

BARCODE 4260547941174 / 4260130541170 

GENRE Soul / Latin / World 

REL. DATE May 10th  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Tracklisting 

CD 
01. Wagabunga Dance ft. Stoyan Royanov
02. Rhythm Is A Dancer ft. Connección Bogotá
03. Mo Space feat. Tricky Pantrick
04. La Vida Es Solo Hoy feat. Ivan Camelo
05. You Gotta Know It feat. Noam Bar
06. Little Mouse feat. Mr. Morski
07. Hang Loose feat. Tricky Pantrick
08. Ella Dice feat. Nené Vasquez
09. Gypsy Ghetto Feel feat. Gypsy Brown & Noam Bar
10. Inner Melody (Mo'Horizons Alternative Instrumental)

2LP 
A1. Wagabunga Dance ft. Stoyan Royanov 
A2. You Gotta Know It feat. Noam Bar 
A3. Mo Space feat. Tricky Pantrick 

B1. La Vida Es Solo Hoy feat. Ivan Camelo 
B2. Rhythm Is A Dancer ft. Connección Bogotá 
B3. Ella Dice feat. Nené Vasquez 

C1. Little Mouse feat. Mr. Morski 
C2. Gypsy Ghetto Feel feat. Gypsy Brown & Noam Bar 
C3. Hang Loose feat. Tricky Pantrick 

D1. Inner Melody (Mo'Horizons Alternative Instrumental) 
D2. Little Mouse (Instrumental Version) 
D3. Rhythm Is A Dancer (Bogotá Radio Instrumental) 

In times of deep uncertainty and radical changes it feels even more 
appropriate to focus on the essential things. “I have these three symbols 
which I always sign our records with after live shows,” Ralf Droesemyer, 
who is Mo’Horizons together with Mark “Foh’ Wetzler, explains: “it is a 
musical note, the image of the sun and the shape of a heart” - in other 
words: “music sun love”. Now, in the twentieth year of their existence, 
there cannot be a better title for the new album by Mo’Horizons. 
2019 is all about diversity, unity and sustainability. “Our world is very 
much divided. Climate change, environmental issues and human rights 
are on top of the agenda and it seems to be common sense that they are 
the most important issues in the years to come, but still nationalism and 
backwards thinking seems to be as trendy as never before. It is very 
paradox,” Droesemyer says. “Mo’Horizons are not a politciasl band at all. 
But on ‘music sun love’ we incorporated so many musical styles and 
worked with so many musicians from all around world. It is quite 
amazing,” he laughs. “It all came naturally, that is how it should be: 
People should embrace the culture of their neighbours, rather than 
building walls and re-install borders.”  

Let it be Latin, Soul Reggae, Cumbia, Samba or music from the Balkans, 
Mo’Horizons are cultural travellers and feel at home where music is 
alive. Over the years the duo toured the world. For “music sun love” they 
re- reconnected with a lot of the musicians they met on their ongoing 
journey. The albums kicks off with „Wagabunga Dance“, a collaboration 
with Stoyan Royanov from Bulgaria. The multi instrumental talent is a 
member of the Mo'Horizons Soundsystem. “Rhythm Is A Dancer“ was 
recorded in Columbia with local musicians and you may have guessed it 
by now, it is Mo’Horizons’ interpretation of the Eurodance classic by 
Snap!, adding even more rhythm, fire and emotion to turn it into a 
Cumbia burner.  Mo’Horizons move on with „Mo Space“ and „Hang 
Loose“, recorded together with hangdrum virtuoso Patrik from the Czech 
Republic, who the Horizons gang met after one of their shows in 
Andalusia and he joined the travel party. The first single „You Gotta 
Know It“ is one these Mo’horizons sure shots, an irresistably driving 
rhythm with a catchy chorus sung by Noam Bar from Israel, a worldwide 
traveller in the spirit of music who landed in Hannover after living in Tel 
Aviv and Madrid. Which brings in Mr. Morski from Bulgaria, another 
global mover. „Little Mouse“ is his kind of theme tune, recorded with a lot 
of charm and even more fun. „La Vida Es Solo Hoy“ adds Ivan Camelo 
from Columbia to the impressive line-up. He played with Mo’Horizons for 
the first time in 2017 rocking the Gran Baba, the Horizons’ favourite 
Chiringuito hang-out in Spain, with his unique vocal stylings. „Ella Dice“ 
takes “music sun love” back home, re-uniting the team with Nené 
Vasquez from Venezuela who adds a vibrant live feeling to the track. 
The list of international guests is endless. „Gypsy Ghetto Feel“ gets a 
groovy boost by percussionist Elvis Aljus aka „Gypsy Brown“ who is an 
integral member of Australian funk favourites The Bamboos’ rhythm 
section and often joins Mo'Horizons when they tour down under. Noam 
Bar returns for the vocal part, adding a cross cultural soul feeling to this 
Israeli-Australian groove venture. „Inner Melody“ closes “music sun love” 
in style. It is an unreleased Mo'Horizons remix of the Reggae original by 
Greek DJ colleague Palov turned into a very Sixties sounding club track. 
 “With ‘music sun love’ we feel totally re-freshed.” Indeed: Mo’Horizons 
are back in the game. 
 

Mo’ Horizons – Music Sun Love  



 

ARTIST Carl Craig 
TITLE Detroit Love Vol. 2 

FORMAT 2CD / 2LP 
PACKAGING Digipack / Gatefold 

LABEL Planet E 
CAT. NO. PEDL002CD / PEDL002LP 

BARCODE 4012957900223 / 4012957900216 
GENRE House / Techno 

REL. DATE 17/05/2019 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Carl Craig – Detroit Love Vol. 2

Detroit
Love 
present the 
second 
release on
their 
eponymous 
imprint – a 
collaborativ
e venture 
from Planet 
E and !K7
which aims
to capture
the
essence of
Carl Craig’s
beloved 
event
series.

Following
last year’s
inaugural 
mix from 
Stacey
Pullen, the
second 
entry 
comes from
none other
than Carl
Craig
himself.
Across a
hazy, funk-
driven 
voyage, he 
delves into 
the spirit of 
his 
hometown,
championin
g the past
and future 

Tracklisting:

CD

01. Kevin Saunderson feat. Virus J – World Of Deep

02. Dave Aju & thatmanmonkz feat. Foxxee – They Sleep We Love 
(Sev’s Bay Area Remix)

03. Green Velvet & Carl Craig – Rosalie

04. Octave One – Rock My Soul (Reborn Mix)

05. Waajeed – Power In Numbers

06. Sophie Lloyd feat. Dames Brown – Calling Out (Floorplan Extended 
Revival Mix)

07. BMH & Sal P – Credit Card (Gay Marvine Remix)

08. Claude Von Stroke – My Love Check

09. DJ Minx – Do It All Night (C2 Edit)

10. Delano Smith – Safe Place

11. Gaiser – For Balance

12. Mr. G – Lights (G’s Out Dub)

13. Mirko Loko & Stacey Pullen – Fomulaic Mode

14. Ataxia – Oblivion

15. Brain – Boss

16. Mister Joshooa – Kickflip

17. Rhythim Is Rhythim – It Is What It Is

18. Ectomorph – Satori

19. The Dirtbombs – Alleys Of Your Mind

2LP

Detroit Love present the second release on their 
eponymous imprint – a collaborative venture from 
Planet E and !K7 which aims to capture the 
essence of Carl Craig’s beloved event series. 

Following last year’s inaugural mix from Stacey 
Pullen, the second entry comes from none other 
than Carl Craig himself. Across a hazy, funk-driven 
voyage, he delves into the spirit of his hometown, 
championing the past and future of the motor city 
into an expertly curated mix. 

With a blend of 90s gems and brand new 
exclusives, Carl’s track selections forge an 
atemporal vision of quintessential Detroit music. 
Opening up the mix are two rare, early 90s classics 
from Ectomorph and Rhythm Is Rhythm, neither of 
which have been reissued on vinyl for decades, 
followed swiftly by a 2015 collaboration from Carl 
Craig and Green Velvet, never before released on 
vinyl. 

New material comes in the form of an exclusive C2 
edit of DJ Minx, another exclusive from Claude Von 
Stroke, tracks from TV Lounge affiliates Ataxia and 
Mister Joshooa and unheard music from Matthew 
Dear under his new Brain alias, to name a few. 



Front Cover Art

Album Barcode:

Sparkle Jar Records is part of the !K7 Collective

Background Information

Key Information

Back Cover Art

New release. 10.05.2019
Lol Hammond and Duncan Forbes
Days without end

artists: Lol Hammond and Duncan Forbes
title: Days without end

label: Sparkle Jar / !K7
formats: CD Digipack 6pp
release date: 10.05.2019
cat number: SPJK001
BARCODE number: 730003612121
genre: Ambient, Neo-Classical, Soundtrack, Dream Pop, Chillout 
for fans of: Nils Frahm, Olafur Arnalds, Cocteau Twins, Brian Eno
PRICE: 'standard' 
track listing:
 1 Days Without End

 2 Footprints In The SNow

 3 Fingers In The Sparkle Jar

 4 Little Ghosts

 5 The Sky Is Falling

 6 Fade In Bright Star

 7 Dust

 8 On Thin Ice

 9 Cello Song

 10 Gravity

 11 Lights Out For The Territory

Lol Hammond and Duncan Forbes’ roots lie firmly in the boundary-pushing dance
music of the 1990’s as founding members of the innovative and legendary acts 
‘Drum Club’ and ‘Spooky’ respectively and went on to become firm friends, after 
sharing the bill at many of the same clubs and Festivals together over the following
halcyon years. 

Fast forward to the early noughties and during a weekend break at Duncan’s house
the two found themselves finally working together creatively in the studio and a
fruitful new relationship was born. This resulted in the pair developing themselves
as successful composers and music supervisors, scoring several films including ‘Hatton 
Garden Job’, ‘Accident Man’, ’90 Minutes’’ and the Tribeca award winning ‘Obey’. 
From these studio sessions the duo also embarked on recording their first full-length 
studio album together, resulting in ‘Days Without End’ on their own newly created 
Sparkle Jar Records.

‘Days Without End’ could be described as a soundtrack to a film that has not yet 
been made. Both Lol and Duncan have a deep love and fascination for film and 
through this album urge the listener to picture their own movie scenes as they listen. 

The album takes in sounds across ambient, neo classical and blissful chilled out beats
guiding the listener on a journey into their own imaginary film soundtrack.

Sparkle Jar release Info



Reginald Omas Mamode IV is set to release his third album ‘Where We Going?' via Five Easy 
Pieces on 10th May 2019. 

The album was partly recorded on a journey to the Mascarene Islands in search of family roots. 

'Where We Going?' is reflective of the search for this lineage, which branches from ancient 

Mauritian Maroons -  whose rich heritage, music and culture includes an unrecognised, 

undocumented resistance to colonialism - though Swahili and Malagasy to sugarcane plantation 

Creole slave decent. 

Influenced by golden era hip-hop, jazz, soul, Afro, funk, Sega and Maloya, and music from Africa, 

the Caribbean, South London and US; it is in part an attempt to evoke feelings of universal love 

and compassion. Mamode recorded the album using various drums and drum machines, 

percussion instruments, Fender Rhodes, and Roland and Korg synthesizers. 

His two earlier albums - 2016's s/t debut and 2017's 'Children of Nu' - were warmly received, 

collecting critical success from Mojo (“A brand-new-retro delight”), Mixmag (“Peckham beat 

brilliance”), Record Collector (“Equal parts D’Angelo to J Dilla”), The Wire (“Soul music turned all 

the way inward”), DJ Mag "A masterpiece") and Bandcamp 

(“Lifeforms that are equally steeped in 

hip-hop, funk, soul and jazz”). He was also nominated for ‘Album of the Year’ at Gilles Peterson’s 

Worldwide Awards 2017. 

Along with Mo Kolours, Jeen Bassa, Henry Wu, Al Dobson Jr and Tenderlonious; he’s helped 

forge in the 22a co-operative that The FADER calls “a kaleidoscopic patchwork of hip-hop, house, 

and groove investigations bound by one thread: a timeless belief in rhythm as a universal 
language”. 

Reginald Omas Mamode IV 

‘Where We Going?’ 

Release Date: 10th May 2019 
Label: Five Easy Pieces 
Format: LP // Digital 
Cat No: FEP027 
Barcode : 4012957232706 

https://www.facebook.com/reginaldomasmamodeiv 
http://www.five-easy-pieces.com	
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SYNKRO 
IMAGES 

10/05 /2019  

TRACKLISTING: 

A1. Piano Voice  
A2. Images 
A3. Not Alone 
B1. Fields  
B2. Blind Fate 
B3. Never Again  
C1. Move On 
C2. 1two5 
C3. Waiting Room 
D1. Hearts 
D2. Protection 
D3. Running  

Synkro returns to Apollo Records with a brand new album 
'Images.' 

Since his last album ‘Changes’ released in 2015 Synkro 
has been exploring more ambient influences and 
introducing new studio techniques.  ‘Images’ is heavily 
inspired by the 80s-90s new age/ambient movement and 
artists such as Andreas Vollenweider, Jon Hassel & Marc 
Barreca (as well as some Japanese ambient techno 
influences such as Susumu Yokota & Ken Ishii's early 
work), most of the music uses a full analogue set up, 
moving further away from McBride's earlier sample-based 
work. 

Following a long trip to Japan, McBride became "addicted" 
to vintage synths, and returned to his studio in Derbyshire 
to write the album. The twelve-track long player still 
contains his trademark rural soundscapes suspended in a 
rich seam of hooks and emotive synth arrangements but 
this time with focus on more weightless, looming melodies 
that extend throughout the album. 

‘Images' distils the pure essence of the Synkro sound, a 
step in a different direction from some of his more beat led 
releases and an alternative from his collaborations with 
Liam Blackburn (as Akkord) or more recently with 
Arovane. Yet the music is still immediately recognisable 
and it’s an album in the old fashioned sense that is best 
consumed whole. 

CAT NO : 
FORMATS: 
BARCODE: 
GENRE: 
LABEL: 

AMB1904 
DOUBLE LP 
5055274709284 
ELECTRONIC 
APOLLO 



ARIWO - QUASI

'Quasi' is Ariwo’s second album, after the release of their first 
self-titled album in 2017 (see reviews below).

Despite Ariwo’s diverse mix of musicians (Cuba/Iran/Canada/UK) 
their music doesn’t belong to any specific genre. In ‘'Quasi’,
Ariwo use the building blocks of deep bass, afro-Cuban 
polyrhythms, carnival melody and immersive live electronics as 
a starting point to engage with key players on London’s jazz scene. 
The result is a hypnotic journey for the listener from techno to 
avant-garde jazz via West Africa and the Caribbean.

'Quasi' aims to mirror the evolved direction of Ariwo’s live set, 
which after extensive touring over the past three years has
gradually become more stripped back and club-oriented. 
Many of the building blocks for this album started life as
improvisations in live sets and have been developed into full 
tracks on 'Quasi'.

The album features guest appearances from MOBO winning 
saxophonist Binker Golding (Binker & Moses) and acclaimed 
UK keys player Joe Armon-Jones (keys). Cuban trumpet 
players Thommy Lowry Garcia and Yelfris Valdes 
also feature on the album, bringing carnival melodies 
that interweave through the percussion and electronics.

Ariwo have used songs from 'Quasi' to create the music for 
'Portals' - a tour of Carlos Acosta’s new contemporary dance
company 'Acosta Danza' in Havana.

KEY POINTS
- Album features guest performances by MOBO winning saxophonist Binker Golding
and acclaimed UK keys player Joe Armon-Jones.

- Ariwo have used tracks from this album to create a composition for the signature dance
piece ‘Portals’ by Carlos Acosta’s Havana based contemporary dance company ‘Acosta
Danza’. The show has premiered in Havana already and will be on World tour this summer.

- Ariwo brings together World class musicians from Cuba, Iran, Canada and the UK
(see artist bios) to build a new live electronic sound that reflects their shared home in
London.

Reviews from last album (released May 2017)
Formidably integrated. A sonic terra incognita guided only by a hypnotic and dubwise focus 
on forward motion - The Wire

A bold, standout statement with some high-def drum work - Bleep

A soundscape that was paralyzing & moving all at once - Pitchfork

Their fusion was an instant success, each track spinning out with a psychedelic edge
- Resident Advisor

Ariwo tap into ancestral energy with ferocious execution - Stamp the Wax

Very beautiful atmospheric feeling. The kind of stuff I would put on at DeepSpace.
- Francois K

To Earth - Phonica Records Top 50 Tracks of 2017

Tracklisting:
1. Abakuá
2. Bembe
3. Pyramid
4. Quasi
5. Dasht
6. El Alacrán
7. Bandar

4 012957 500614

Release date: 17th May 2019 
Artist: ARIWO
Title: QUASI
Cat. No: MANANA006LP 
Format: 2LP
Barcode: 4012957500614 
Genre: WORLD / ELECTRONIC

FOR FANS OF:

NDAGGA, PENYA, BURNT FRIEDMAN, 
MORITZ VON OSWALD TRIO, YUSSEF 
KAMAAL, DAPHNI, STRUT (RECORDS), 
ON THE CORNER (RECORDS), ETC.



Press : adam@2mrecords..com 
Sales: dave.martin@omnianmusicgroup.com

LP FORMAT: 12” 

LP UPC: 090125168976 
VINYL NON-RETURNABLE

CD FORMAT: JEWEL CASE 
CD UPC: 090125168983 

Ariadna
Kedr Livanskiy - LP/CD

• Hometown: Moscow, RU
• one of our most anticipated full-lengths of 2017 - Gorilla vs

Bear
• …her skill lies in crafting this dreamy affectation from a 

pared-down palette, her synth melodies intersecting just-so 
to produce a pointed nostalgia - Pitchfork

• In any given song, the Moscow-based producer is likely 
to switch gears from billowy ambience, to churning club 

rhythms, to reverb-drenched Russian vocal hooks which will 
noodle around your head for days - The Fader

Moscow’s Kedr Livanskiy (real name Yana Kedrina) confesses 
“Synthesizers help me maximally feel the present moment.” 
Livanskiy was born into a shifting and critical time for Rus-
sia.  The Soviet Union had exhausted and old values were 
anathematized because of reconstruction.  A sense of dis-
placement drove Kedr to find herself.  She’s escaped reality 
repeatedly in her explorations into the imagery and ideas 
of romanticism, mythical and fairytale themes which visibly 
bleed throughout her work and especially on her debut full-
length ‘Ariadna’.  The title track which was named after the 
Greek goddess, Adriane, debuted via THUMP who’ve de-
scribed it “anchors its elegantly drifting shoegaze melodies 
with a knocking electro beat.”

‘Ariadna’ marks a change in her recording approach: her 
critically acclaimed breakthrough EP ‘January Sun’ was writ-
ten and recorded completely in Ableton, while ‘Ariadna’ 
was written using the Roland SH-101, Roland Juno 106 and 
Korg Minilogue synthesizers, then mixed down in Ableton. 
According to Kedr, “This way, one gets into a flow of live 
interaction, here and now, with the instrument.” There is a 
definite leap in production values this time around, but Kedr 
manages to keep true to her sound despite the greater pol-
ish and depth. 

GENRE: ELECTRONIC

2MR-029 Kedr  L ivansk iy  -  Ar iadna
1 –  Ar iadna
2 –  Sunr ise  Stop
3 –  Your  Name
4 –  Mermaid
5 –  ACDC f t .  Mar t in  Newel l
6  –  Za Ok nom Vesna
7 –  Love & Cigarettes
8 –  Sad One
9 –  Fi re  & Water  (Digita l  Bonus)



 
 

Downtown 
Laurence Juber 

HLR 1607 
 

release date 4/26/19 UPC 602573993156 
Distribution by A-Train Entertainment 

 
This latest solo collection from Grammy-winning guitarist Laurence Juber, blends the 
intricate detail of his fingerstyle guitar arrangements with jazz-inspired improvisation. 
Recorded in one afternoon session at Hollywood’s storied Capitol Studios, the repertoire is 
drawn from the ‘Great American Songbook’, with the bonus of a new Juber original. 

 
Downtown is a fusion of styles from both sides of the Atlantic, such as the English Folk- 
Baroque of John Renbourn and the solo jazz virtuosity of Joe Pass, filtered through Juber’s 
unique guitaristic sensibility. 

 
Says LJ “I’ve played hundreds of sessions as a studio musician at Capitol, and recorded a 
number of my albums in the historic recording location set below the landmark tower at 
Hollywood and Vine. This intensive 5 hour session was the most focused of them all, as 
‘zing went the strings’ through a batch of favorite standard songs, with the legendary Al 
Schmitt engineering.” 

 
Caravan 
Limehouse Blues 
Willow Weep For Me 
Lullaby Of Birdland 
I Can’t Give You Anything But Love, Baby 
Misty 
On The Sunny Side Of The Street 
A Foggy Day (In London Town) 
September Song 
Zing Went The Strings Of My Heart 
Goodbye Pork Pie Hat 
Downtown 

 
Bonus track: Airfoil 



But al l  of this virtuosity, wealth of experience and versatility 

are in the background of "So Quiet"; what matters is that the 

tracks of this album are so touching, clear and expressive. It’s 

simply about the beauty of the music. It might come from 

chanson genius Serge Gainsbourg ("La Javanaise"), from easy 

listening deity Burt Bacharach ("Close to You") or from the 

alchemists of pop, The Beatles ("And I Love Her"); whether the 

source is Indonesian folk music ("Bintang Kecil" - small star), 

Musica Populeira Brasileira in Caetano Veloso’s "Alguem 

Cantado", Antonio Carlos Jobim ("Luiza") or a standard from the 

Great American Songbook like "What a Wonderful World"; 

whether in French or Indonesian (Fisseau’s two native 

languages), English or Portuguese; whether with accordion, 

accordina, Wurlitzer e-piano, body percussion or a plastic 

bag(!), Fisseau and Peirani reveal the essence of these timeless 

masterpieces, and in the most natural way possible. All it takes 

is a voice, an instrument and a lot of quiet – listen out for the 

ending, a totally enchanting version of “Over The Rainbow" from 

"The Wizard of Oz". 

This a lbum  has a prevai l ing spiri t  that everyone is going to 

want to hum or to dream along with, no matter their age, or what 

music they normally prefer. "So Quiet" is a feast for the senses, 

an irresistible invitation to take some time, to cuddle up in the 

living room maybe, and to let the singing and the accordion 

carry you off somewhere. So Quiet-ly. 

 
 

 

Serena Fisseau  
& Vincent Peirani  

So Quiet 
ACT 9884-2 

Release date 24. May 2019 

Quiet. It is such a precious commodity, and more so today 

than ever before. In this music from accordionist Vincent 

Peirani and singer Serena Fisseau, you can actually hear it. It’s 

right there in the gaps between the notes, perhaps almost 

more important than the notes themselves. This music is 

irresistibly light and limpid, and often very cheerful too. It draws 

its intimate feel from the fact that Peirani and Fisseau are not 

just a couple artistically, but also in real life. They recorded the 

tracks of "So Quiet" for their children. And for all other 

children. And also for any adults out there who'd like to take 

themselves back in their dreams to a temporary state of 

childlike innocence – for the time it takes to listen to an album. 

And what is i t  that m akes this irresistibly l ight  and 

delicate music quite so appealing? It has to be the astonishing 

expertise and judgment of both musicians. Serena Fisseau has 

always been spurred on by a particularly inquisitive spirit: she 

has sung classical as well as gospel, blues, latin, rock and jazz, 

and she has worked a lot with spoken word, poetry in 

particular. Furthermore she has become well-known in France 

and abroad for songs, albums and projects conceived for 

children: "D'une île à l'autre" (from one island to another), 

"Nouchka et la grande question" (Nushka and the big question) 

or "L'échappée belle" (the beautiful escapee/close call). For 

his part, Vincent Peirani is certainly the greatest innovator of 

the accordion of our day, voted "Artist of the Year 2019" by the 

leading French publication Jazz Magazine. And both of them 

are cosmopolitan and eclectic by nature: Fisseau is French 

with Indonesian heritage and has a fascination for languages; 

Peirani is from the South of France, with a musical career has 

taken him from classical to Mediterranean music to jazz. 



Release Date 24. May 2019



Release Date 26. April 2019



NEW RELEASES: LATE MAY 2019

Wendell Harrison was born in Detroit in 1942 where he began formal jazz studies for piano, clarinet and tenor saxophone. At 14, while 
still in high school, Harrison started performing & recording professionally with artists such as Marvin Gaye, Grant Green, Sun Ra, Hank 
Crawford … and many others. 

In 1971, Harrison began teaching music at Metro Arts (a multi-arts complex for youth) where he also connected with Marcus Belgrave, 
Harold McKinney and Phil Ranelin…soon after they formed the (now legendary) Afro-centric TRIBE record label and artist collective. 
TRIBE used the Metro Arts complex as a vehicle to convey a growing black political consciousness. Wendell Harrison also published 
the very popular TRIBE magazine, a publication dedicated to local and national social and political issues, as well as featuring artistic 
contributions such as poetry and visual pieces. 

In 1978 Harrison and McKinney co-founded REBIRTH, a non-profit jazz performance and education organization, in which many 
notable jazz artists have participated. Around the same time Wendell Harrison also created the WENHA record label and publishing 
company, which released many of his (now classic) recordings as well as those of other artists, such as Phil Ranelin, Doug Hammond 
and Reggie Fields (The Real ShooBeeDoo).

In the early 1990s, Wendell Harrison was awarded the title of “Jazz Master” by Arts Midwest. This distinction led Harrison to collaborate 
with fellow honorees and gave him the chance to tour throughout the United States, Middle East and Africa. Even to this day Wendell 
Harrison’s recordings for the TRIBE, WENHA and REBIRTH labels have a large worldwide fanbase.

It is on WENHA that Harrison released the opus: DREAMS OF A LOVE SUPREME (1980), which we are presenting you today. 

DREAMS OF A LOVE SUPREME is a monster album that features an all-star line-up that includes Phil Ranelin (Freddie Hubbard, 
Solomon Burke, Mulatu Astakte) on trombone, Harold McKinney (Tribe) on Keyboards and Roy Brooks (Yusef Lateef, Chet Baker, 
Mingus) on percussion. Although you can hear the 80ies creeping in with a smoother sound, more synths, and disco/R&B vocals… 
this remains a very spiritual (and soulful) jazz record. The record’s an irresistible blend of soul jazz combined with funky electric 
instrumentation…a groovy sound which is very much of its time, yet overtly timeless and as relevant today as it was back when it was 
initially released.

Wendell Harrison
Dreams Of A Love Supreme
Release Date: 31-May-19
[Light In The Attic / Tidal Waves Music]
LP / TWM28 / 742338383638 / 29.31

LP

Maryanne Ito is a 36-year-old soul singer of Samoan and Japanese descent. Her award-winning 2014 debut studio album doesn’t 
capture the magical energy she brings to a live performance, so Aloha Got Soul recorded this with a small audience of friends and 
family. The results turned out great! 

Tracklist:
How I Feel (Hana Hou), I Met Your Rep, Anniversary, Actual Proof, Good To Me, No Solution, Friendly Exploitation, Serendipitous

Maryanne Ito
Live at the Atherton
Release Date: 31-May-19
[Light In The Attic / Aloha Got Soul]
LP / AGS021 / 844667043389 / $26.78

LP



NEW RELEASES: LATE MAY 2019

* Pressed on 180g vinyl
* Remastered from the original tapes

Be With have raided the KPM archives to re-issue another of our favourites from the KPM 1000 series.

They say: A Dramatic Suite Of Themes, Montage, Sequences And Generics.

We say: An enormously influential and heavy KPM set of timeless, killer funk breaks from 1972 by the mighty John Cameron.

Jazzrock is an aggressive, percussion-heavy album with an energy that leaves jaws on the floor. Breaks and beats for days with electric 
piano, bass loops, and pounding percussion. Funky jazz with a deep, tough, soundtrack feel.

And don’t worry! Those KPM stickers aren’t stuck directly on the sleeves!

John Cameron
Jazzrock
Release Date: 17-May-19
[Light In The Attic / Be With Records]
LP / BEWITH059LP / 4251648411949 / $36.06

LP

* Pressed on 180g vinyl
* Remastered from the original tapes

Be With have raided the KPM archives to re-issue another of our favourites from the KPM 1000 series.

They say: A comprehensive collection of descriptive contemporary scores.

We say: Just look at the track titles of The Road Forward and swoon: Strangelands, A Man Alone, Sheer Elegance, Mystique Voyage, 
Cruising. Don’t you just want to hear those? The maestro Alan Hawkshaw really spoils us on this, one of the most sought after KPM 
greensleeves.

This collection from 1977 is a brilliantly varied blend of silky smooth synths, funk-fuelled clavichord grooves and soft focus space beats. 
Essential.

As with all of our KPM re-issues, the audio for The Road Forward comes from the original analogue tapes and has been remastered for 
vinyl by Be With regular Simon Francis. We’ve taken the same care with the sleeves, handing the reproduction duties over to Richard 
Robinson, the current custodian of KPM’s brand identity.

And don’t worry! Those KPM stickers aren’t stuck directly on the sleeves!

Alan Hawkshaw
The Road Forward
Release Date: 17-May-19
[Light In The Attic / Be With Records]
LP / Cat # / 4251648411925 / $36.06

LP



NEW RELEASES: LATE MAY 2019

* 180g vinyl
* Remastered from the original tapes

Be With have raided the KPM archives to re-issue another of our favourites from the KPM 1000 series.

They Say: Underscore moods and links—contemporary beat music idiom. 

We say: Includes some of the most sublime, sub-ten second, tracks you’re ever likely to hear, alongside more traditionally-lengthed 
library funk heat. The dream team of Alan Hawkshaw and Keith Mansfield are here at the helm of one of the most legendary of the 
legendary KPM albums, originally released in 1969.

Beat Incidental is psychedelic pop-soul that hits hard thanks to fuzz guitars, growling flutes, deep hammond grooves and drum breaks 
galore: it’s basically “drama jazz”.

As with all of our KPM re-issues, the audio for Beat Incidental comes from the original analogue tapes and has been remastered for 
vinyl by Be With regular Simon Francis. We’ve taken the same care with the sleeves, handing the reproduction duties over to Richard 
Robinson, the current custodian of KPM’s brand identity.

And don’t worry! Those KPM stickers aren’t stuck directly on the sleeves!

Alan Hawkshaw / Keith Mansfield
Beat Incidental
Release Date: 17-May-19
[Light In The Attic / Be With Records]
LP / BEWITH060LP / 4251648411956 / $36.06

LP

* Pressed on 180g vinyl
* Remastered from the original tapes

Be With have raided the KPM archives to re-issue another of our favourites from the KPM 1000 series.

They say: Hard Afro Pop featuring large percussive rhythm section and front line.

We say: One of the best-loved of all the KPM LPs.

Afro Rock was recorded at Morgan Studios by John Cameron and Alan Parker in London in 1973 as a collection of stripped-down 
African rhythms, virtuoso jazz instrumentation, fuzzed up wah wah guitars and spaced out library breaks. The percussion is effortlessly 
funky, and those flutes so melodic, it’s as if the LP was crafted with the beat lovers of the future firmly in mind.

As Cameron himself described it in Unusual Sounds, this is “heavy duty drum-and-bass salsa music”.

As with all of our KPM re-issues, the audio for Afro Rock comes from the original analogue tapes and has been remastered for vinyl by 
Be With regular Simon Francis. We’ve taken the same care with the sleeves, handing the reproduction duties over to Richard Robinson, 
the current custodian of KPM’s brand identity.

And don’t worry! Those KPM stickers aren’t stuck directly on the sleeves!

Alan Parker / John Cameron
Afro Rock
Release Date: 17-May-19
[Light In The Attic / Be With Records]
LP / BEWITH058LP / 4251648411932 / $36.06

LP



NEW RELEASES: LATE MAY 2019

* Pressed on 180gm LP at RTI
* Mastered & Lacquers by Bernie Grundman
* First Ever Reissue, Out-of-print since 1992
* Limited edition pressing of 500

Bruce Katz Band’s “Crescent Crawl” is receiving its first ever vinyl reissue.  Out-of-print since the original 1992 AudioQuest Music 
release, the album has become the label’s most sought-after record.  The reissue, pressed on 180 gram vinyl at RTI, is a limited edition 
of 500 pieces with mastering and lacquers by Bernie Grundman – who handled the recording’s original mastering duties.  A cherished 
album in the audiophile blues community; original copies of the vinyl release have been commanding hundreds of dollars across the 
internet.  

Bruce Katz is prolific on the keys.  A five-time nominee for the Blues Music Award for “”Pinetop Perkins Piano Player of the Year””, Katz 
has performed on over 70 albums and toured with Gregg Allman, Ronnie Earl, Duke Robillard and John Hammond.  

In 1992, after many years as a side-man, Katz stepped out for his debut with “Crescent Crawl”.  The all-instrumental album, featuring 
Katz on both piano and Hammond B-3 organ, blurred the line between blues and jazz thanks in part to the use of an upright bass.

Bruce Katz Band
Crescent Crawl
Release Date: 3-May-19
[Light In The Attic / Sledgehammer Blues]
LP / 1AQM1012 / 092592101210 / $38.59

LP

* 20 minutes of complete silence on each side of the album
* Backed 900% of goal on Kickstarter from buyers in 12 countries 
* Note: this does not require a record player to be fully enjoyed. Technically, it doesn’t even require this record

This new vinyl record is completely silent. It features a 20-minute track on each side. You can use it for meditation or put it on whenever 
you want to enjoy twenty minutes of silence. (At 45 RPM you can access the hidden feature, a shorter 15-minute meditation.) This 
was a father-son Kickstarer that took off, passing 900% of it original goal with backers from a dozen countries. It’s a serious project, 
and in its seriousness we also hope it creates some levity. The record is a reminder that silence is valuable, and it can be enjoyed. To 
purchase a record and play a silent meditation is intentionally humorous. Silence, like meditation, can feel severe, even punitive. Having 
a silent record might remind you that’s not always the case.

Silence
Silent Meditations
Release Date: 3-May-19
[Light In The Attic / Great Success Enterprises]
LP / GSE001 / 826853966818 /  $24.25

LP



NEW RELEASES: LATE MAY 2019

* Previously unreleased Krautrock Soundtrack
* Lost recording from electronic music pioneer Klaus Schulze
* Remastered from the original master tapes

Praised by Quentin Tarantino as one of the greatest films from Australian New Wave cinema, Next Of Kin (1982) was a highly stylised 
psychological thriller in the bloody tradition of European art-Horror. Scored by none other than ex-Tangerine Dream/Ash Ra Tempel 
drummer and German electronic music pioneer Klaus Schulze, the music featured in the film was a unique hybrid of pulsing Giallo-
moods and hypnotic Berlin-School electronica. Due to the limited availability of the film over the years, rumours have long circulated 
amongst horror film fans as well as ‘Krautrock’ enthusiasts alike that a lost Klaus Schulze soundtrack existed. Commissioned to write 
the score, it is true that Schulze composed an original full-length soundtrack for Next Of Kin, although for editorial reasons the complete 
score was rejected at the last moment by the filmmakers in favour of using pre-existing tracks from Schulze’s studio albums. The final 
soundtrack consisted of partial elements of this rejected score together with various pieces of early 80s Schulze recordings edited and 
re-contextualized. Finally rediscovered, the music has been assembled and presented here exactly as featured in the film, documenting 
a previously lost entry of German Kosmische Musik soundtracking a forgotten piece of Australian Gothic.

Klaus Schulze
Next of Kin
Release Date: 3-May-19
[Light In The Attic / Roundtable / Votary / Dual Planet]
LP / SIR016LP / 0794020532145 / $36.06

LP

* 300 pages, full color with TONS of unseen photos and ephemera
* 2xLP contains Dead Moon greatest hits collection completely remastered from the original tapes

Authors / Editor’s – Fred Cole, Toody Cole, Andrew Loomis, Szim, Erin Yanke and Eric Isaacson

Dead Moon were a DIY band, active for 19 years. Singer and guitarist Fred Cole was playing music since the early 1960’s – beginning 
his career as “Deep Soul Cole – the white Stevie Wonder”, then joining the psychedelic garage rock band the Lollipop Shoppe / The 
Weeds. In the 70’s and early 80’s Fred and Toody Cole played in various punk, country and hard rock bands. In the late 1980’s, they 
formed Dead Moon with Andrew Loomis. This band went on to become mythic and legendary. They lived by a DIY code built around 
superstitions and avoidance of conventional music industry pitfalls. Their story is completely unique amongst the pantheon on rock 
bands – a group who never sold out, never gave in and built a legacy of art and community piece by piece in a sustainable way almost 
unheard of. The book is a tribute to their unique aesthetic, unbelievable twisted path of a story, and roll as pioneers of the Portland 
music scene.

The book tell’s the entire Dead Moon saga in the words of the band itself. Just the voices of Fred, Toody and Andrew. It includes a 
complete illustrated discography of everything Fred, Toody and Andrew have released, song lyrics, and TONS of band photos, flyers, 
and weird ephemeral stuff. Lots of it has never been seen by the greater public. The package also includes 2 LP’s of the “best of” Dead 
Moon – lovingly remastered from the original tapes. Very sturdy construction. Come’s shrink wrapped.

Dead Moon
Dead Moon: The Book
Release Date: 12-Apr-19
[Light In The Attic / Mississippi Records]
Book + 2LP / MRP101 / 826853965019 / $118.75

2LP +
Book



NEW RELEASES: LATE MAY 2019

* Back on vinyl officially for the first time since 1973
* Reissue of this RARE Nigerian landmark Psy-funk album
* Comes with insert containing exclusive liner notes
* Strictly limited to 500 copies worldwide, comes with obi-strip

Ofege was formed in the early 1970s by a bunch of teenagers at the St. Gregory’s College in Lagos Nigeria. They were largely 
influenced by the guitar solos of Carlos Santana, Jeff Beck & Jimmy Page while closer to home, they were influenced by the music 
of ‘BLO’ (Berkley Jones, Laolu Akins and Mike Odumosu), ‘Monomono’ (led by Joni Haastrup), The Funkees, and Ofo The Black 
Company.

Due to their vibrant combo of sweet harmonies, hooks & fuzz, Ofege would become one of the most legendary Nigerian groups of all 
time, with expressive sales and national stardom. At the turn of the century (and because of tracks appearing on various psychedelic 
music compilations) Ofege would receive international acknowledgment for being the first of their kind and the ultimate West-African 
psychedelic funk band!

Their first album was recorded while the band members were still in high school (average age of 16), Ofege’s debut album ‘Try And 
Love’ was originally recorded and released in 1973 on EMI Nigeria.

‘Try And Love’ is wild and uncompromising blend of soul, funk and rock with complex and groovy rhythms. Ofege succeeded in creating 
a debut album drenced with fuzzy guitars, plaintive/wailing vocals and a backbeat as influenced by James Brown as it is by Fela Kuti. 
It’s a unique, raw and beautiful take on the psychedelic sound. The ingenuity allied with the inexperience of its members makes this 
album a real treasure.

Tidal Waves Music now proudly presents the first OFFICIAL reissue of this landmark Nigerian album. This RARE classic (original copies 
tend to go for large amounts on the secondary market) is now finally back available as a limited vinyl edition (500 copies) complete with 
the original artwork and exclusive liner notes/pictures provided by Ofege’s founding member ‘Melvin Ukachi’ who also supervised this 
reissue.

Ofege
Try And Love
Release Date: 05-Oct-18
[Light In The Attic / Tidal Waves Music]
LP / TWM20 / 704907955714 / $29.31

LP
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PRODUCT NO. DOUGLAS BILL                  QUIET MOON                      CD 25041143523 2HOS11432                     2HOS11435 VALLEY ENTERTAINMENT          

PRIX DE BASE / 
BASE PRICE SLOAN TWICE REMOVED [REISSUE]                                LP MUR054 623339188319 $16,00 $17,35 TWO MINUTES FOR MUSIC

UPC SMUGGLERS THE                 BUDDY HOLLY CONVENTION                         EP CD 7387100282 773871002822 773871002823 MINT                          

UPC BELLA                         NO ONE WILL KNOW                       CD 7387101082 773781010828 773871010828 MINT                          
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NEW RELEASES: LATE MAY 2019

CAT. NO. ARTIST  TITLE LABEL GENRE NOTES UPC CONF. PPD DATE QTY

2333991232 RUTLEDGE, JUSTIN Passages Outside Music

Folk, Singer-
Songwriter, 
Americana Canadian 623339912327 CD  $    11.00 31-May-19

OUT9123 RUTLEDGE, JUSTIN Passages Outside Music

Folk, Singer-
Songwriter, 
Americana Canadian 623339912310 LP  $    16.00 31-May-19

SPCD1303 GOTOBEDS, THE Debt Begins at 30 Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787130324 CD  $      9.33 31-May-19
SPLP1303 GOTOBEDS, THE Debt Begins at 30 Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787130317 LP  $    18.21 31-May-19

SPLP1303LOSER GOTOBEDS, THE

Debt Begins at 30 (Indie 
Only - LOSER Edition - on 
coloured vinyl) Sub Pop Rock-Pop INDIE ONLY 098787130355 LP  $    18.21 31-May-19

RUGCD1011 MIDDLE KIDS
New Songs For Old 
Problems Domino Rock-Pop 887829101121 CDEP  $    11.07 24-May-19

RUGLP1011 MIDDLE KIDS
New Songs For Old 
Problems Domino Rock-Pop 887829101114 12" EP  $    15.40 24-May-19

WIGCD438
THORPE, HAYDEN (of Wild 
Beasts) Diviner Domino Rock-Pop 887828043828 CD  $    12.80 24-May-19

WIGLP438
THORPE, HAYDEN (of Wild 
Beasts)

Diviner (180g 
heavyweight vinyl) Domino Rock-Pop 887828043811 LP  $    19.73 24-May-19

SPLP1280 MINOR POET The Good News EP Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787128017 LP  $    13.67 17-May-19

SPLP1280LOSER MINOR POET

The Good News EP (Indie 
Only - LOSER Edition - on 
coloured vinyl) Sub Pop Rock-Pop INDIE ONLY 098787128055 LP  $    13.67 17-May-19

BRTR006 BOWER, MISHA Trying to Have it All
Bruce Trail 
Records Folk Canadian 623339228718 LP  $    17.00 24-May-19

OAX027 LEAF RAPIDS Citizen Alien

Coax Records / 
Rae Spoon 
Productions Folk Canadian 773865004444 CD  $    12.50 3-May-19

OAX028 LEAF RAPIDS Citizen Alien

Coax Records / 
Rae Spoon 
Productions Folk Canadian 773865004451 LP  $    18.35 3-May-19

MET1176 NERO BELLUM NFRN
Metropolis 
Records Industrial 782388117623 CD  $    13.59 24-May-19

SJRLP427 MCNEILL, LLOYD Treasures Soul Jazz Records Jazz 5026328004273 LP  $    29.25 31-May-19

SJRCD427 MCNEILL, LLOYD Treasures Soul Jazz Records Jazz 5026328104270 CD  $    20.00 31-May-19

LBJ295 TREADLES
Cold b/w Iron (Document 
Series) Saddle Creek Rock-Pop 648401029574 7"  $      8.25 24-May-19

THRILL490CD ASEETHE Throes Thrill Jockey Metal 790377049022 CD  $    14.00 17-May-19
THRILL490LP ASEETHE Throes Thrill Jockey Metal 790377049015 LP  $    22.25 17-May-19
THRILL490LPC1 ASEETHE Throes (White Vinyl) Thrill Jockey Metal 790377490114 LP  $    24.00 17-May-19
THRILL487CD DOMMENGANG No Keys Thrill Jockey Rock-Pop 790377048728 CD  $    14.00 17-May-19
THRILL487LP DOMMENGANG No Keys Thrill Jockey Rock-Pop 790377048711 LP  $    22.25 17-May-19

THRILL487LPC DOMMENGANG
No Keys (Ltd Orange 
Vinyl) Thrill Jockey Rock-Pop 790377487114 LP  $    24.00 17-May-19

KALITACD004 COKER, JULIE

A Life In The Limelight: 
Lagos Disco & Itsekiri 
Highlife, 1976 - 1981 !K7 / Kalita Afrobeat 4012957510927 CD  $    13.00 31-May-19

KALITALP004 COKER, JULIE

A Life In The Limelight: 
Lagos Disco & Itsekiri 
Highlife, 1976 - 1981 !K7 / Kalita Afrobeat 4012957510910 LP  $    21.00 31-May-19

AR117CD MO' HORIZONS Music Sun Love
!K7 / Agogo 
Records World 4260547941174 CD  $    14.00 3-May-19

AR117VL MO' HORIZONS Music Sun Love
!K7 / Agogo 
Records World 4260130541170 2LP  $    25.00 3-May-19

PEDL002CD CRAIG, CARL Detroit Love Vol. 2 !K7 / Planet E Electronic 4012957900223 2CD  $    14.00 17-May-19
PEDL002LP CRAIG, CARL Detroit Love Vol. 2 !K7 / Planet E Electronic 4012957900216 2LP  $    25.00 17-May-19

SPJK001
HAMMOND, LOL AND 
FORBES, DUNCAN Days Without End !K7 / Sparkle Jar Ambient 730003612121 CD  $    13.00  10-May-19

OUTSIDE MUSIC - NEW RELEASE ORDER FORM - Late May 2019       
* Please submit all new orders to your Distribution Select sales representative *

* Order deadline for May 17 is May 6 // Order deadline for May 24 is May 13 // Order deadline for May 31 is May 20 *



NEW RELEASES: LATE MAY 2019

FEP027 
OMAS MAMODE IV, 
REGINALD Where We Going?

!K7 / Five Easy 
Pieces Electronic 4012957232706 LP  $    20.00  10-May-19

AMB1904 SYNKRO Images
!K7 / Apollo 
Records Electronic 5055274709284 2LP  $    25.00  10-May-19

MANANA006LP ARIWO Quasi !K7 / Manana Electronic 4012957500614 2LP  $    25.50 17-May-19
2MR029CD LIVANSKIY, KEDR Ariadna (repress) !K7 / 2MR Electronic 090125168983 CD  $    10.00 3-May-19
2MR029LP LIVANSKIY, KEDR Ariadna (repress) !K7 / 2MR Electronic 090125168976 LP  $    18.00 3-May-19
HLR1607 JUBER, LAURENCE Downtown There / Hologram Jazz 602573993156 CD  $    13.25  26-Apr-19

ACT98842
PEIRANI, VINCENT / 
FISSEAU, SERENA So Quiet ACT Jazz 614427988423 CD  $    15.50 24-May-19

ACT98852 SHALOSH Onwards and Upwards ACT Jazz 614427988522 CD  $    15.50 24-May-19

ACTLP98851 SHALOSH
Onwards and Upwards 
(w / digital download) ACT Jazz 614427988515 LP  $    18.00 24-May-19

ACT96792 STADTFELD, MAX Stax ACT Jazz 614427967923 CD  $    15.50 26-Apr-19

TWM28 HARRISON, WENDELL
Dreams Of A Love 
Supreme

Light In The Attic / 
Tidal Waves Music Jazz 742338383638 LP  $    29.31 31-May-19

AGS021 ITO, MARYANNE Live at the Atherton
Light In The Attic / 
Aloha Got Soul World / Asia 844667043389 LP  $    26.78 31-May-19

BEWITH059LP CAMERON, JOHN Jazzrock
Light In The Attic / 
Be With Records Jazz 4251648411949 LP  $    36.06 17-May-19

BEWITH057LP HAWKSHAW, ALAN The Road Forward
Light In The Attic / 
Be With Records Rock-Pop 4251648411925 LP  $    36.06 17-May-19

BEWITH060LP
HAWKSHAW, ALAN / KEITH 
MANSFIELD Beat Incidental

Light In The Attic / 
Be With Records Rock-Pop 4251648411956 LP  $    36.06 17-May-19

BEWITH058LP
PARKER, ALAN / 
CAMERON, JOHN Afro Rock

Light In The Attic / 
Be With Records Experimental 4251648411932 LP  $    36.06 17-May-19

1AQM1012 BRUCE KATZ BAND Crescent Crawl

Light In The Attic / 
Sledgehammer 
Blues Blues 092592101210 LP  $    38.59 3-May-19

GSE001 SILENCE Silent Meditations

Light In The Attic / 
Great Success 
Enterprises Experimental 826853966818 LP  $    24.25 3-May-19

SIR016LP SCHULZE, KLAUS Next of Kin

Light In The Attic / 
Roundtable / 
Votary / Dual 
Planet Soundtrack 0794020532145 LP  $    36.06 3-May-19

MRP101 DEAD MOON Dead Moon: The Book

Light In The Attic / 
Mississippi 
Records Rock-Pop 826853965019

Book / 
2LP  $ 118.75  12-Apr-19

TWM20 OFEGE Try And Love
Light In The Attic / 
Tidal Waves Music World / Africa 704907955714 LP  $    29.31  05-Oct-18
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